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Madsen: Guest Editor's Prologue

guest editor s prologue
truman G madsen
issue of BYU studies the institute of mormon
studies completes its reworking of the missouri period of
church history and opens up the nauvoo era which we project will keep us occupied for at least four years
once again stanley L kimball has probed little known
and out of the way sources and resources of missouri manuscripts the result is a clarifying of dates and places of the
1831 1841 one of
prelude and postlude of the period from 18311841
his colorful finds is in the hubble family papers which
record a late interview 1886 with david whitmer a singile looked
lle
lie
mornion figure as he
ular glimpse of this important mormon
back
leland H gentry confronted with the thorny and controDa nites presents a coherent account
versial issues of the danites
canites
showin
shawin
showing
atmosphere
sphere of pillage dissent and polar9 how in an atino
iza tion such an order could arise while his effort to shave
ization
the beard of fiction and folklore from the factual may not
be the last word it is at least one that future interpreters

with this

cannot ignore

anderson and peter crawley have combined
talents in their the political and social realities of zion s
seemed
nied even
camp this lengthy and perilous journey has see
to some mormon interpreters a bit quixotic and the expla-

richard

L

nations inadequate this article outlines the precipitating conditions in missouri the promises of governor dunklin it turns
euins
tuins
out legitimatized the expedition not as has been said to
mormon
mornion
initiate war but to help protect morn
lon landowners after the
ion
state had reestablished the missouri saints on their lands the
executive promises were retracted in the threat of civil war
var
making the dissolution of the camp the only law abiding action left
toward geographic precision on the sites and buildings of
eans
holds
cha r of
chair
hoids the richard L evans
hold
eads gha
dr madsen professor of philosophy
young university he is also tlle
tiie director
tile
the
Brig hain youn
brighain
bngham
an understanding at bangham
christran
christian
christ
bria
of the institute of mormon studies
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significant mormon reference max H parkin shows that while
the location of the independence courthouse referred to by
the prophet is the same the structure is not even though historians often say it is
As a bonus in this issue we print photographic copies of
two rare documents of the missouri period the first the evening and the morning star extra 1834 is presently known
only in two copies which have been found in the last three
years in addition to its being very rare this imprint also forms
the first comprehensive account of the expulsion of the saints
from jackson county probably written by parley P pratt
the second the fourth of july oration by sidney rigdon
has been known for a long time but has been generally inacces sible to the larger group of LDS scholars it followed rigcessible
don s salt sermon by seventeen days and the two are often
cited as the beginning of the end of mormonism in missouri
no copy of the salt sermon has been found whereas the
oration was printed and circulated in 1838
As the institute s project on mormon origins moves into
its seventh year one wonders how significant the labor has
been and what its longstanding
long standing effects may be three developments have emerged which we feel are a partial answer
first the data search has provided and will continue to
provide grist for the projected sesqui
centennial history of
sesquicentennial
the church leonard arrington and his allies continue to encourage and participate in the research likewise we will support both individual scholars and cooperative ventures that
further this effort
second as the library collections continue to build in centers for the study of american religions experts from a variety
of disciplines are triggered in interest and find guidance to
original sources and to the bibliographic and historiographic
materials that are now accumulating from this joint effort of
the institute and BYU studies not the least gratifying are
the inquiries from the likes of reformation historian john
dillenberger and american religion expert timothy smith
third the extension of the context the recovery of non
mormon sources and heretofore ignored or unknown documents helps in the vital but precarious reconstruction of influences
fluen ces in the unfolding drama of american mormon history
an example of a significant document only recently discovered is an unrecorded revelation to W W phelps concern
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ing the purchase of paper for the publication of the book of
commandments and the translation of the new testament
the handwriting of the document is sidney rigdon s and the
revelation also bears a penciled note as to date and place 20
unknown
unkno
xii
vii hand sidney
ohio in an uckno
march 1832 at hyrum ohio
ohto
rigdon had written on the reverse side revelation as to pa
per for phelps 1832
haroid
this document was one of those contributed to the harold
B lee library at brigham young university by the whitney
groo family
first shall we procure the paper required of our brether
us or not and if we do what
uis
ils
en in this letter and carry it with lis
money shall we use for that purpose it is expedient saith
ou that the paper shall be purchased for the
the lord unto you
printing of the book of the lords commandments and it must
needs be that you take it with for it is not expedient that my
servant martin should as yet go up unto the land of zion
let the purchase be made by the bishop of if it must needs
be by hire let whatsoever is done be done in the name of

the lord
second shall we finish the translation of the new testa
ment before we go to zion or wait till wee return
it is expedient saith the lord that there be no delays and
this saith the lord for the greatest good and benefit of the
church wherefore ornit
omit the translation for the present time
20 march 1832 at hyrum
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